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- ARCH 1003 Architecture Lecture
  or
- ARCH 1212 Design Thinking I: Foundations in Technology and
  ARCH 1222 Design Thinking II: Foundations in History
  or
  Equivalent class in architecture history

- GEOS 4073 Urban Geography
  or
- LARC 3413 History of Landscape Architecture
  or
  Equivalent class in urban studies

- ANTH 4443 Cultural Resource Management I or equivalent class in cultural resources

- GEOS 1133 Environment Geology or equivalent class in the human and physical aspects of earth

- GEOS 3023 Intro to Cartography or equivalent class in special representation and visualization

- GEOS 3033 Building Materials Field Studies and Laboratory is the required field and laboratory-based capstone course that will require two weekends (Saturday and Sunday) for completion. It is suggested that this class be taken last in the program series.

Note: One semester’s participation in the University of Arkansas’ Rome Program will substitute for six credits from class requirements in “Architectural History” and “Urban Studies” listed above. A supplemental program internship is suggested in addition to the classes required if the student’s career path is in historic preservation.